ABOUT the AUTHOR and THIS BOOK
Angela Sherice has studied the ancient art and intuitive science
of astrology for many years.By way of the book of Genesis, basic math,
an encyclopedia, a dictionary, a thesaurus, and incorporating a little bit of
astronomy, psychology, chemistry and physics—above any other astrology book
ever written, First Things First: Discovering Your Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life was birthed: An out of the box, new thought approach to
traditional astrology-a logical + rational interpretation and thorough
explanation unheard of.
Intent on providing lovers of [and those simply interested in astrology]
practicality and personal usefulness of it (rather than the typical approach:
elaborating on zodiac sign characteristics and sun-to-sun sign compatibility), her
simple methodology of using numbers, nature, science, order, continuity and
balance is such that even the biggest skeptic could not deny its logic.
Sherice’s relationship with astrology helped her understand her very own
“firstness”-and who she was (innately-as per her approximate time, month, and
day she was born) in contrast to her environmental, social, and situational
“learnedness.” With that, and by way of a conscious decision to return, respect,
and “re-learn” her innate firstness, it was during then, that she discovered what
her own karma mission and purpose in life was: to Communicate (which,
coincidentally, is what she loves to do through writing).
By tapping into that power within, that epiphany was such that she felt it
was her spiritual duty and karma mission in life to communicate that same
methodology with the world--with pleasure, and the intent of enlightening,
empowering, encouraging, motivating, and inspiring others to discover the same
for themselves. And so it is written.
Get acquainted with her at: http://www.angelasherice.com
Angela Sherice is a writer of Erotic, Self-Efficacious, Introspective, Reflective
and Metaphysical Literature.
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